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Play Ground Surfacing - Recycled Rubber
Waste 2 Resource Seminar
1/ Ground Preparation
1/ The Prepared Surface Is Usually A Crushed
Rock Or Cement Base.

2/ Standard Black Tiles
2/ Once the Ground Surface Is Prepared The
Standard Black Tiles Are Laid and Glued Together
Sikaflex 221 is a medium modulus elastomeric joint
sealant/adhesive. It is tough, abrasion resistant, bonds to
rubber extremely well and has excellent elongation ability.

The Standard Black Tiles are installed in a brick pattern and all seams are sealed and bonded with a tough,
abrasion resistant polyurethane construction adhesive.

Dimensions: 1 metre x 1 metre. Thickness’ 15mm(Optional 20mm) Colour: Black
3/ Cool Colour Paint
3/ Cool Colour Paint is Applied with different patterns being Created. Subject to fair
wear and tear this product has an anticipated service life of 7 years.

Cool Colour Paint is the latest technology in playground surfacing that meets all requirements of Australian
Standards Compliance. Cool Coloured Paint safety surfaces provide consistent product thickness, density
and performance whilst offering surface heat reflection and therefore lower surface temperatures. The
Cool Colour Paint is a non-toxic acrylic coating fortified with mineral fillers, fibres, envirospheres and high
quality pigments which exhibits superior qualities of durability, adhesive strength, flexibility and water and
weather resistance.

Benefits
Additionally the Cool Color paint system offers:
Reduced on-site installation technicalities. Easy replaceable sections. Genuine ‘correct’ underfoot feel and
stability. Expansion and contraction tolerance with climatic change. 20% less Rebound than traditional
rubber surfaces to reduce potential long-bone injury. Functional waterproof membrane which keeps the
rubber sanctions of the system free of dirt and debris. Envirospheres are added to the top coat to provide
non-slip properties. Flame retardant top coat membrane. Excellent abrasion, chemical resistance and
toughness. General seamless appearance (Joints are visible up close). Attractive range of bright colours,
games, patterns and graphics available with UV stability.
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